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1. INTRODUCTION 

Message passing provides a way for concurrent processes to communicate and 
synchronize. In this paper, proof rules are developed for a variety of message- 
passing primitives. Two benefits accrue from this. The obvious one is that partial 
correctness proofs can be written for concurrent programs that use such primi- 
tives. This allows these programs to be understood as predicate transformers [6] 
or invariant maintainers 1 [16], instead of by contemplating all possible execution 

1 An invariant is an assertion that is true throughout execution of a program. A program S is an 
invariant maintainer for assertion I if I is an invariant of S. 
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interleavings. The second benefit is that the proof rules shed light on how 
interference arises when message-passing operations are used and on how this 
interference can be controlled. This provides insight into techniques to control 
interference in programs that involve asynchronous activity. 

Our work is based on an approach first proposed by Levin and Gries [17] for 
proving communicating sequential processes (CSP) [13] programs correct. By 
extending and applying their notion of a satisfaction proof, we have been able to 
derive proof rules for a variety of communications primitives, including asyn- 
chronous message-passing with unreliable datagrams and with reliable virtual 
circuits, rendezvous, and remote procedures. Moreover, the approach appears to 
be quite general and therefore could be used to obtain proof rules for other 
message-passing statements, as well. 

In Section 2 we briefly review CSP and satisfaction proofs. In Section 3, proof 
rules for communications primitives of networks supporting unreliable datagrams 
[23] are derived. In Section 4, we consider communications primitives of networks 
that support reliable virtual circuits. Section 5 contains proof rules for rendezvous 
primitives and remote procedures. Finally, Section 6 discusses related work and 
Section 7 contains conclusions. 

2. SYNCHRONOUS MESSAGE-PASSING AND SATISFACTION PROOFS 

2.1 CSP 

A CSP program P is a collection of processes P1, P2 . . . . .  Pn:  

P :: [P1 [[ P2 II ""  II P,]- 

Processes are executed concurrently; they communicate and synchronize solely 
by using input and output commands. 

An input command 

inp: A?var 

in process B matches an output command 

out: B !expr 

in process A if the type of expr and vat are the same. Input and output commands 
are always executed synchronously in matching pairs, so each has the potential 
to delay its invoker. This is called synchronous message-passing, in contrast to 
asynchronous message-passing where the sender is not delayed. Execution of a 
pair of input and output commands is equivalent to the assignment var := expr. 
Thus, a matching pair of input and output commands implements a distributed 
assignment statement. 

In CSP, a communications command can appear in the guard of a selection or 
iteration command. 2 This allows a process to wait for the occurrence of any one 
of a number of events. A guard consists of a Boolean expression/~, which involves 
only program variables accessible to the process in which the guard appears, and 

2 In the  language described in [13] only inpu t  c o m m a n d s  can  appear  in guards.  It  is convenien t  to 
consider the  more  general  language in which  ei ther  an  inpu t  c o m m a n d  or an  ou tpu t  c o m m a n d  can  
appear  in a guard.  
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an optional communications statement com. The guard is false if fl is false. The 
guard is true if B is true and execution of corn would not be delayed. 3 

2.2 A Proof System for CSP 

Proofs in the programming logic for CSP described in [17] involve three steps. 
First, each process is annotated with assertions, giving a sequential proof. Then, 
assumptions made in the sequential proof about the effects of receiving messages 
are validated by performing a satisfaction proof. This involves constructing a 
collection of satisfaction formulas and proving them to be valid. Finally, nonin- 
terference [21] is established to ensure that execution of each process cannot 
invalidate assertions that appear in the sequential proof of another. 

The sequential proof for each process is obtained using a sequential program- 
ming logic (such as that in [12]) along with axioms for communications com- 
mands (described below). Thus, each process is viewed as a sequential program 
in isolation. In a sequential proof, the assertion immediately preceding a state- 
ment S is called the precondition of S and is denoted pre(S); the assertion 
following S is called the postcondition of S and is denoted post(S). 

Free variables in assertions are either program variables or auxiliary variables 
[4]. For simplicity, distinct variables are assumed to have distinct names. Program 
variables can appear only in statements in processes that have access to the 
memory in which those variables are stored. 4 However, any variable can be named 
in assertions in the sequential proof of any process; this permits the states of 
different processes to be correlated. 

The axiom for an input command inp is 

Input CommandAxiom. {P} inp:A?var {R}, 

and the axiom for an output command out is 

Output Command Axiom. {Q} out: B!expr {U}. 

Each allows anything to appear as its postcondition; in the parlance of [6], the 
axioms violate the "Law of the Excluded Miracle." However, this is not a problem. 
When executed in isolation, a communications command cannot terminate, and 
so the soundness of the axioms for sequential proofs follows. ~ A satisfaction proof 
will impose further restrictions on the postconditions of communications com- 
mands so that soundness is preserved even when communications commands do 
terminate. 

Note that communications commands in guards can be treated in the same 
way as other communications commands if deadlock is not of concern. Consider 
the guarded commands 

b; com ---) S 

3 Following [17], we do not adopt Hoare's convention of having a guard containing a communications 
command to be false if the process named in that communication command has terminated. 
4 In CSP, program variables that can be altered by one process may not be accessed by concurrently 
executed processes. However, the proof systems described in this paper can be used to reason about 
programs in which there are shared variables as well as message passing. We exploit this in 
Section 4. 
5 Recall that  this is a partial correctness logic. 
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and 

b ~ corn; S. 

The only difference between these is that the latter is more prone to deadlock 
than the former [17]. Since termination and deadlock are not reflected in a proof 
system for partial correctness, it is always possible to "translate" a program from 
one form to the other for the purposes of constructing a proof of partial 
correctness. A way to adapt such a proof for proving absence of deadlock is given 
in [17]. 

In order to understand the obligations for establishing satisfaction, consider 
matching pair of communications commands inp and out. According to the 
communications axioms, their execution will leave the system in a state in which 
R h U is true. Since execution of the matching pair is equivalent to executing 
var := expr, it suffices for execution to be started in a state that satisfies 
wp("var := expr", R h U) to ensure that the desired postcondition will result 
[6]. However, the communications axioms stipulate that P h Q is true of the 
state immediately before the assignment is made. Thus, the truth of the postcon- 
ditions of a matching pair of communications commands is ensured if 

(PA Q) ~ wp("var := expr",R A U) 

or equivalently, if the satisfaction formula e 

Satsynch(inp, out): (PA Q) ~ (R h U ~var ! e x p r  

is valid. A satisfaction proof therefore involves 

CSP Satisfaction Proof. For every pair of matching communications com- 
mands inp and out, prove Satsyn¢h(inp, out) valid. 

This ensures that the postconditions of communications commands in a sequen- 
tial proof are true whenever those communications commands terminate. 

The third and final step of the proof is to show noninterference. This is 
necessary because assertions in the proof of one process can refer to variables 
changed by another. 7 In order to combine the proofs of a collection of processes 
that will be executed concurrently, it is therefore necessary to show that execution 
of no process invalidates the proof of another. 

An assertion I and atomic action S are parallel if S is contained in one process 
and I is contained in the proof of another. A statement is an atomic action if it 
involves at most one reference to at most one shared variable. To establish 
noninterference, it must be shown that execution of every atomic action S parallel 
to I does not make I false. We say that S does not interefere with I if 

NI~ynch(S, I): {I h pre(S)} S {I} 

is a theorem in the programming logic. Thus, noninterference is established by 
proving that no assignment or communications command interferes with any 
assertion parallel to it. 

6 T h e  no ta t ion  P~  denotes  the  subs t i tu t ion  of  E for every free occurrence of x in P .  
In  [17] auxil iary variables can  be subject  to concur ren t  access. 
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For an input command S, the proof that NIsynch(S, I) is a theorem follows 
trivially from the Input Command Axiom. However, satisfaction must then be 
established to ensure the truth of the postcondition of NIsy,c,(S, I). This is done 
by showing that for every output command out that matches input command S 
and that is parallel to I, the following satisfaction formula is valid. 

ivar NI-Sat~ynch(S, out, I): (I A pre(S) A pre(out)) ~ e~r. 

NI_Sat~ynch is obtained from Sat~y,ch by substituting I A pre(S)-for P, pre(out) 
for Q, I for R, and true for U. Proving this formula valid corresponds to showing 
that executing the distributed assignment implemented by communication com- 
mands S and out does not invalidate an assertion I in a third process. 

Similarly, for S an output command NIsy~ch(S, I) is a theorem, but satisfaction 
must be established. This is done by showing that NI_Sat~y~ch(inp, S, I) is valid 
for every input command inp that matches output command S and that is parallel 
to an assertion I in a third process. 
Thus, noninterference is established by proving 

CSP Noninterference Proof 
For every atomic action S and assertion I parallel to S, prove NIsy,¢h(S, I). 
For every input command Si,, and matching output command So,t, and every 

assertion I parallel to Si,, and So,t, prove NI-Sat~ynCh(Sinp, So,t, I) valid. 

The following inference rule then allows proofs of processes to be combined. 

Concurrent Execution 

{P1}SI{Q1}, {P2}S2{Q2}, . . .  {Pn}Sn{Qn}, Satisfaction, Noninterference 
IP1 h P2 h -.- ^ Pn}[S1 II $2 II... II Sn]{Q1 A Q2 .. .  A Qn} 

3. COMMUNICATION WITH UNRELIABLE DATAGRAMS 

Real communications networks, which buffer messages, do not ensure reliable 
delivery of messages and do not ensure that messages are delivered in the order 
sent. A message might be discarded because its contents have been detectably 
corrupted by noise. Two messages from one site to another could travel different 
routes and therefore might not arrive in the order sent. To mitigate these 
difficulties, each site in the network typically has software that converts such an 
unreliable datagram service into a facility that  ensures that messages are delivered 
reliably and in order [23]. This network software can be viewed as a concurrent 
program, where processes synchronize and communicate using the unreliable 
datagram service. Hence the motivation for developing proof rules for message- 
passing primitives discussed in this section. 

It is useful to distinguish between sent, delivered, and received when describing 
the status of a message. Execution of a send  statement causes a message to be 
sent. A message that has been sent might subsequently be delivered to its 
destination, according to the following: 

UDI: Messages that are sent are not necessarily delivered. 
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UD2: Messages between a pair of processes are not necessarily delivered in the 
order sent. 

Once delivered, a message can be received by excuting a r ece ive  statement. 
The send  statement 

send  expr to dest 

is executed as follows. First, the value of expression expr is computed. Then, a 
message with ~ that value is sent to the process named dest. Note that send  is 
asynchronous--unlike the output command of CSP, the sender continues while 
the message is being delivered and received. Also, note that we do not prohibit a 
process from sending a message to itself. (This would cause the process to block 
forever in CSP.) 

A rece ive  statement has the form 

receive m when 

where m is a program variable and fl is a Boolean expression involving m and 
other program variables. Execution of this statement delays the invoker until a 
message with value MTEXT (say) has been delivered to the invoking process, 
and  ~4TEXT ---~ true. Execution of r ece ive  completes by assigning MTEXT to m. 

It is unlikely that such a receive would actually be implemented. The expense 
and complexity of "peeking" at the contents of delivered messages in order to 
evaluate fl~TZXT is tOO high. On the other hand, the use of/~ does make it possible 
to model a variety of communications primitives, such as receive statements, in 
which strong-typing of the target variable and the message is enforced at run 
time, and receive statements for named channels. Thus, considering this more 
general r e ce ive  is sensible. 

3.1 Proof Rules 

Following the approach outlined in Section 2, a program proof involves three 
steps: a sequential proof, a satisfaction proof, and a noninterference proof. The 
proof obligations for each of these steps--including axioms for send  and rece ive ,  
the satisfaction formula for these primitives, and the noninterference satisfaction 
formula--are now described. 

The state of the system includes information about messages that have been 
sent but not received, since this can influence execution. In order to model this 
aspect of the state, two auxiliary variables are associated with each process D. 
The send multi~et aV for process D contains a copy of every message sent to D; 
the receive multiset pD for process D contains a copy of every message received 
by D. s A message can be received only if it has been sent and delivered. Therefore, 

Unreliable Datagram Network Axiom. (VD: D a process: PD C aD). 

Lost messages (see UD1 above) are modeled by having them remain forever in 
aD e PD, where ~ is the multiset difference operator; out-of-order messages (UD2) 

s A multi.set--sometimes called a " b a g ' - - i s  like a set but  can contain more than  one instance of the 
same element. 
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are modeled because messages available for receipt at any time are in ODe PD, 

an unordered multiset. 

3.1.1 Axioms for Send and Receive. Executing 

send expr to D 

is the same as executing the assignment 

0"D : ~  0"D ~ expr 

where "aD (~ expr" denotes the multiset consisting of the elements of aD plus an 
element with value expr. Using wp with respect to postcondition W, we get an 
axiom for the send  statement: 

Unrel&ble Datagram Send Axiom. { W ~ p , }  send  expr to D { W}. 

When execution of 

receive m w h e n  13 

in process D terminates, /3 is true. In addition, depending on the particular 
message received, it may be possible to make some assertion about the state of 
the sender. An axiom that captures this is 

Unreliable Datagram Receive Axiom. {R} r ece i ve  m w h e n  ~ {Q A/~}. 

In the course of establishing satisfaction, restrictions are imposed on Q. 

3.1.2 Establishing Satisfaction. Consider a r e ce i ve  statement 

r: receive rn when ~3 

in process D. According to the operational semantics for r e ce i ve  given above, in 
order for execution of r to result in the receipt of a message with value M T E X T  
(say), then (1) ~ T E X T  must be true and (2) MTEXTE(aD~PD),  that is, a 
message with value M T E X T  must have been sent to D but not yet received. 
Thus, immediately before M T E X T  is assigned to m, the system state can be 
characterized by 

pre(r) A ~ T E X T  A MTEXTE(aDepD).  (3.1.1) 

Execution of r resulting in receipt of a message with value M T E X T  is 
equivalent to execution of the multiple assignment statement 

m ,  PD := MTEXT,  PD ~ MTEXT. 

For this assignment to establish the postcondition Q ^ ~ of the Unreliable 
Datagram Receive Axiom, execution must be performed in a state satisfying 

wp("m, pv := MTEXT,  PD ~ MTEXT",  Q h/~), 

which is 
/~ ) m, PD 

(Q A r- MTEXT, pD~MTEXT" 

Since PD, an auxiliary variable, is not free in fl, this is 
tn,p D m 

QMTEXT,pD~MTEXT A ~MTEXT" 
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Thus, post(r) will be true when r terminates provided (3.1.1) ~ (3.1.2), or 
m m'PD 

Sat~ynch(r): (pre(r) h flMTEXT A M T E X T E  (aD 0 PD)) ~ QMTEXT,p~eMTEXT 

is valid. Note that MTEXT is a free variable in Sat~y,ch(r), so it is implicitly 
universally quantified. This corresponds to the fact that m.pD QMTEXT,pDeMTEX w must 

be true for any message that could be received by executing r. A satisfaction 
proof requires: 

Unreliable Datagram Satisfaction Proof. For every r ece ive  statement r, prove 
Sata~y,¢h(r) valid. 

3.1.3 Establishing Noninterference. As before, noninterference is established 
by proving additional theorems 

NIa~yn~h(S, I): {I A pre(S)} S {I} 

about every assertion I and every assignment, send, and r ece ive  statement S 
parallel to it. For S a r ece ive  in process D, NI~ynCh(S, I) follows trivially from 
the Unreliable Datagram Receive Axiom, but it is necessary to prove satisfaction. 
The necessary satisfaction formula NI_Sat~y,¢h(S, I) is obtained by substituting 
into Satasynch(r) based on NIasynch(S,/)--that is, using I h pre(S) for pre(r) and 
I for Q. This results in: 

NI-Sata~y.~h(S, I): ( IApre(S)  A /~TEXT 

im,p D A MTEXT E (aDOPD)) ~ MTEXT,pDSMTEXT. 

In summary, to establish noninterference 

Unreliable Datagrams Noninterference Proof 
For every assignment and send  statement S and every assertion I parallel to 

S, prove NI~y,¢h(S, I). 
For every r ece ive  S and every assertion I parallel to S, prove NI_Sat~y~¢h(S, 

I) valid. 

3.2 Disciplines to Simplify Establishing Satisfaction 
Some general techniques that allow satisfaction to be established trivially are 
now illustrated by means of a series of examples. 

Consider the following distributed program, where process A sends a message 
to process D. 

A :: {aD=¢} 
x := 16; 
[ a D = ¢  h x=16} 
s: s e n d  x to  D 
{16E aD h x=16} 

D :: IpD = ~} 
r: receive m when true 
Imep~} 

Initially, aD = P D  ~ -  e~ SO the above is a valid sequential proof. To establish 
ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 6, No. 3, July 1984. 
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satisfaction, Satasynch(r) is constructed and proved valid. It is 
m,pD 

(pD = ¢ A M T E X T E  (aD ~ PD)) •* (mEpD)MTEXT,pD~MTEXT 

--- (PD-----¢ A M T E X T E  (aD ~ PD))=* M T E X T ~  (pD(~MTEXT). 

The consequent is equivalent to true, so the formula is valid and satisfaction is 
shown. Noninterference follows trivially: no assertion in the sequential proof of 
one process contains a variable modified by another. 

Now suppose post(r) is changed to reflect the fact that the value of the message 
received is 16: 

D :: [PD = ¢} 
r: receive m when true 
Im = 161 

The sequential proof is still valid--according to the Unreliable Datagram Receive 
Axiom, anything can be asserted after a rece ive .  The new satisfaction formula 
for r is: 

( p D = ¢  A M T E X T E ( a D  e PD)) =~ (In---- rn'PD 16) MTEXT,pD~MTEXT 

= (PD = ~ h M T E X T  E (aD e POD ~ ( M T E X T =  16). 

This is not valid. Without changing post(r), there are two options: 

(1) Strengthen/~ (by using "m = 16" for ~) so that the resulting satisfaction 
formula would be valid. 

(2) Strengthen pre(r) so that the resulting satisfaction formula would be valid. 

Option (1) certainly guarantees that only a message with value 16 will be received. 
However, this should not be necessary, because only a message with value 16 is 
sent. Let us pursue option (2). 

First, note that if some assertion I is an invariant of a program, then I can be 
used to strengthen the assertions in a valid sequential proof of that program and 
the result will remain a valid sequential proof. This forms the basis of a general 
strategy: 

General Strategy for Establishing Satisfaction. Strengthen assertions by add- 
ing an invariant of the program as a conjunct to every assertion. By suitable 
choice of the invariant, the new satisfaction formula can be proved valid. 

This strategy is exploited, as follows. Define 

Ivals: (VM: M E aD: M = 16). 

Iv~ls is an invariant of process A; it is true initially (aD = ¢)  and, using the Send 
Axiom, we find that its truth before execution of s implies its truth after. Since 
Iv~s is not interfered with by any statement in D, it is also an invariant of the 
entire concurrent program. After strengthening assertions in D with Iw~, the new 
satisfaction formula for r is 

rn,p D 
(pD--~¢~ A Iv.l~ A MTEXT E (aD~PD)) ==~ (m=16 A IvaIS)MTEXT,p~MTEXT 

= (pD=@ A (VM: M E aD: M=16) A MTEXT~(aDepD))  ~ MTEXT=16. 
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This formula is valid, so satisfaction is established. Noninterference follows 
trivially, as before. 

Clearly, the trick was to find a suitable invariant. (This is analogous to a 
standard technique used when attempting to perform a noninterference proof.) 
Several standard disciplines for using asynchronous message-passing can be 
viewed in terms of the invariants they preserve, which are particularly simple. 
One discipline was used above: 

Res tr ic t ing  Pos tcondi t ions  o f  Receive  S t a t e m e n t s .  An invariant describing the 
values of messages sent can be used to strengthen the proof of a process containing 
a rece ive  r when the postcondition of r is in terms of the value of the message 
received and not in terms of the state of the sender. 

Invariant Iv,l~ is such an invariant. Some other useful disciplines are now 
described. 

Sometimes, execution of a receiver must be synchronized with a sending 
process. Consider what happens if post(r) in D above is changed to assert that  
x = 16 when the message is received. The sequential proof for D becomes 

D :: {PD = ¢} 
r: receive m when true 
Ix = 16} 

computation requiring x = 16 

The satisfaction formula for r, in light of the new postcondition is 

(PD ~ A MTEXT E (frO e PD)) =:~ (X m'PD = = 16) MTEXT,p/~MTEXT 

= (pD = ~ A M T E X T  E (aD e pD)) ~ x = 16. 

Again, this formula is not valid, so the proof must be strengthened. 
Notice that x = 16 is true in process A starting from the time the message is 

sent to D. Therefore, the following is an invariant of A. 

Imo,o: 16 ~ aD V x = 16. 

Moreover, Imono is not interfered with by execution of D. Therefore, Imono is also 
an invariant of D, and together with Iv,~ it can be used to further strengthen 
assertions in the proof of D. The new satisfaction formula for r is 

(PD = • A /vals A Imono A MTEXT E (frO (~ PD)) 
m,PD (x = 16 A L,l~ A /mono)MTEXT, pD~MTEXT, 

which is valid. 
To complete the proof, noninterference must be shown. Only the term x = 16 

in post(r) in D might be invalidated by execution of process A. The statements 
in A that are parallel post(r) are the send and the assignment x := 16. It suffices 
to note that  execution of neither of these invalidates post(r). 

This example illustrates how, in addition to transferring values from sender to 
receiver, a rece ive  facilitates the "transfer of a predicate"--in this case x = 16-- 
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from the proof of the sender to the proof of the receiver. Clearly, transfer of a 
predicate must be done with care so that  subsequent execution by the sender 
does not invalidate it. As shown above, one safe way to transfer a predicate is to 
make it a monotonic precondition of a send. (An assertion is monotonic if once 
it becomes true it remains so.) Above, x = 16 is implied by the precondition of 
the send in A and is also monotonic. Therefore, x = 16 will be true when the 
message is received, regardless of delivery delays. In general 

Transfer of Monotonic Preconditions of Send Statements. If P is a monotonic 
precondition of a send, then the following is an invariant: 

Imono: "message not sent" V "P true" 

This invariant can be used to strengthen the proof of a process containing 
rece ive  r, in order to establish satisfaction when P appears in post(r). 

The transfer of monotonic predicates is quite common. Sending an acknowl- 
edgment for a message m that  has been received by D can be viewed as 
transferring the predicate m E PD from D to some other process. Once a message 
is a member of PD it remains so. Thus, m E PD is a monotonic predicate for any 
process. 

Transfer of nonmonotonic predicates between processes is also possible, but 
the structure of the program must ensure the truth of the transferred predicate 
when the message is received. For example, consider the implications of allowing 
x to be changed after the message has been sent by process A in the program 
above. The transferred predicate would no longer be monotonic. Thus, A must 
be prevented from changing x until D has completed any processing requiring 
the truth of x --- 16. To facilitate this, A will wait for an acknowledgement from 
D. The revised sequential proofs are 

A :: {~D=~ h pA=¢} 
x := 16; 
{aD=¢ h pa=¢ A x=16} 
s: send x to D; 
{16EaD A pa=¢ A x=16} 
r': receive ackmsg when ackmsg= 'ack'; 
{'ack' • pa} 
x := 17 

D:: {po=¢ A aA=~} 
r: receive m when true; 
{x=16 A 16•pD A aA=¢} 

computation requiring x = 16 

Ix--- 16 A 16 • PD A aa=~} 
s': send 'ack' toA; 
{'ack'EaA A 16•pD} 

can no longer assume x = 16 
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The satisfaction formulas for r and r '  must now be shown valid. First, for r ' :  

(16E(TD A pA=~ A x=16  A MTEXT---'ack' A MTEXT E ((TA@PA)) 

('ack' E \ackmsg,pA 
PA ) MTEXT,pAOMTEXT 

= (16E(TD A pA=~ h x=16 A MTEXT= 'ack '  A MTEXT E ((TaepA)) 

'ack' E (pA $ MTEXT). 

This is obviously valid. Sata~ynch(r) is 

(pD=¢~ A (TA=¢ A MTEXTE((TDePD)) 
= ( ~  m'pO 

(x = 16 h 16 E PD A (TA ,MTEXT,pDOMTEXT 

~-- (pD.~(~ A (TA=d- p h MTEXTE((TDepD)) 

(x=16 A 16E(pDSMTEXT)) .  

This is not valid, so we must strengthen the proof of D. 
Note that  

IA: (TO = ¢ V x = 16 V 'ack' E pa 

is an invariant of process A and is not interfered with by execution of process D. 
Strengthening assertions in the proof of D with Ia A Lal~ yields the satisfaction 
formula 

(pD-~¢ A (TA---': (I) A Ia A/vals A MTEXT~((TDePD)) 

(x = 16 A 16 E (PD ~ MTEXT) A IA A Lals). 

This is valid--the first disjunct of Ia implies the falsity of the antecedent of the 
satisfaction formula; the truth of the second, along with Iv,~s, implies the conse- 
quent; the third implies (TA # ~ (due to the Unreliable Datagram Network Axion), 
which means that the antecedent of the satisfaction formula is false. 

Showing noninterference here involves showing that  execution of A does not 
interfere with assertions in D that  mention x. By design, such assertions appear 
only between r and s '. The assertion 

/ca: x = 16 A 16 E PD A (TA = ¢~ 

appears at both the start and end of that  code section and is not invalidated by 
statements in that  portion of D, so it can be included as a conjunct in each 
intermediate assertion. The only statement parallel to these assertions that  could 
invalidate them is x := 17 in A. However, 

pre("x := 17") ~ 'ack' E pA, 

and from the Unreliable Datagram Network Axiom we have 

Since 

interference is not possible. 

'ack' E pA ~ 'ack' E (TA. 

(/ca A 'ack' E cA) = false, 
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In this example, satisfaction was established by strengthening assertions with 
an invariant based on the following protocol: 

(1) Process A maintained the truth of the transferred predicate, x = 16, until 
after D finished any processing requiring the truth of x = 16, and 

(2) because A had no way of knowing exactly when D no longer required the 
truth of the transferred predicate, D sent a message--an acknowledgment-- 
to communicate that fact. 

The general strategy is 

Nonmonotonic Predicates. A message can be used to transfer a predicate from 
process P8 to process Pr as long as P, ensures that the predicate is true at the 
time the message is received. This can be done by ensuring that the transferred 
predicate is true at the time the message is sent and remains true until Pr returns 
an acknowledgment to Ps. Thus P,  maintains the following invariant: 

/,: "message not sent" V "acknowledgment received" 
V "transferred predicate true". 

In summary, showing satisfaction for each of the protocols above was simplified 
by using an invariant to strengthen the proof of the receiver. The basis for such 
an invariant is that at all times either 

(1) Any message that could be received has not yet been sent or has already been 
received. Thus, M T E X T  E (aD @ PD), a conjunct in the antecedent of the 
satisfaction formula, is false. 

(2) A message has been sent but cannot be received. Thus, pre(r) or ~TEXT in 
the antecedent of the satisfaction formula is false. 

m,PD (3) A message could be received a n d  post(r)MTEXT.pD~MTEXT is true. Thus, the 
consequent of the satisfaction formula is true. 

3.3 Relationship between Satisfaction and Noninterference 

Establishing satisfaction for r e ce ive  r is equivalent to proving that no process 
invalidates post(r). Therefore, one might expect this obligation to be superfluous, 
arguing that interference with post(r) by statement S should be detected when 
proving NIasy,ch (S, post(r)) in the noninterference proof. Unfortunately, because 
messages are buffered, a statement S in one process can interfere with post(r) 
even if S and r are not concurrent-- that  is, even if S cannot be executed 
immediately after r has completed. To see this, consider the following. 

SELF :: x := 2; 
Ix--2} 
send 'x_is_two' to SELF; 
x := 3; 
{x=3} 
receive m when true; 
{m ='x_is_two' A x=2} 

Here, process SELF sends a message to itself and then invalidates the transferred 
predicate (x = 2) before executing a rece ive .  The sequential proof given above 
can be derived from our axioms. There is only one process, so noninterference is 
trivially established. Yet, the postcondition of the r e ce i ve  will not be true when 
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the r e c e i v e  terminates.  An a t tempt  to establish satisfaction, however, will fail. 
(It is possible to construct  similar pathologies for programs involving more than  
one process.) 

The  example above also illustrates a common misconception about  the origin 
of the "miraculous" postcondit ion of the r e c e i v e .  In Section 2.1 and [17], the 
claim is made tha t  anything can appear  as the postcondit ion of a CSP commu- 
nications command because such a s ta tement  will not  te rminate  when executed 
in isolation. 9 However,  our r e c e i v e  can terminate  even when there is only a 
single process, as i l lustrated above. (Thus,  the Unreliable Datagram Receive 
Axiom taken by itself is not  sound; satisfaction and noninterference proofs are 
required to ensure soundness.) In general, it seems tha t  a miraculous postcondi- 
t ion arises from the synchronizat ion character  of a s tatement .  If  a s ta tement  can 
cause an arbi t rary  delay awaiting an event  tha t  is in no way caused by execution 
of tha t  s tatement ,  then  the axiom for such a s ta tement  can have a miraculous 
postcondition. The  phenomenon  is not  related to message passing at  all. For  
example, consider the a w a i t  s ta tement  

a w a i t  sem > 0 t h e n  sem := sem - 1. 

We are allowed to deduce 

pre("sem := sere - 1") = sere > 0. 

This  is miraculous because sere > 0 has nothing to do with the precondit ion of 
the a w a i t .  The  appearance of sem > 0 in the text  of the a w a i t  s ta tement  makes 
it easy to guess what  the miracle might be, but  sere > 0 is, nevertheless, a miracle. 
The  major complication offered by message passing is tha t  the miracle is often 
an assertion about the state of another  process, which cannot  be directly tested 
and therefore does not  appear  in the text  of the r e c e i v e .  

4. COMMUNICATION WITH VIRTUAL CIRCUITS 

A virtual circuit [23] is a communicat ions channel  with the following properties.  

VC1. Messages are delivered reliably. 
VC2. Messages sent on a virtual  circuit are delivered in the order sent. 

Construct ing concurrent  programs using virtual circuits for communicat ion and 
synchronizat ion is considerably easier than  for unreliable datagrams. For  this 
reason, many communicat ions networks provide support  for virtual  circuits. 

A virtual circuit V can be viewed as a FIFO queue. The  s e n d  s ta tement  

s e n d  expr on V 

causes the value of expression expr to be inserted at  the end of the queue. The  
r e c e i v e  s ta tement  

receive m f r o m  V 

removes the value at  the head of the queue and assigns it to m. 

9 Apt, Francez, and de Roever [1] justify the "miraculous" postcondition by considering processes 
with communications commands deleted in isolation. 
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4.1 Proof Rules 

One of our goals in this paper  is to show how proof  rules for various message- 
passing primitives can be derived. The  proof  rules in Section 3 were derived from 
"first p r inc ip les" - - tha t  is, along the same lines as was done in [17] for synchro- 
nous message passing in CSP. In this section, we use a different  approach- -we  
derive proof  rules from the proof  obligations for a CSP program tha t  simulates a 
virtual circuit. As before, proofs involve three steps: a sequential  proof, a satis- 
faction proof, and a noninterference proof. 

It  is convenient  to mo d e l  a virtual  circuit V in the following way. Variable a v  

records the sequence of  messages tha t  have been sent  on V and variable p v 

records the sequence of messages tha t  have been received on V. Some useful 
operations on sequences s l  and s2 are 

s l  + val is the sequence tha t  results by appending val to the end of s l .  
s l  _< s2 is t rue i f s l  is a prefix of  s2. 
s l  - s2 is the sequence obtained by deleting prefix s2 from the beginning of  s l .  

This  expression is undefined if s2 is not  a prefix of  s l .  

hd(s l )  is the first e lement  in s l .  This  expression is undefined if s l  is empty.  
last(s l)  is the last e lement  of  s l .  This  expression is undefined if s l  is empty.  

The  state of each virtual  circuit V is mainta ined by a process N v .  In the CSP 
simulation of V, processes P1, P2 . . . .  t ha t  communicate  and synchronize using 
V will communicate  with N v )  ° 

N v  :: av, pv := ~, ~; 
d o  

17 riv: Pi ? ~v ~ skip 
i 

[-1 siv: (av - pv) ~ ~; Pi!(hd(av - pv), pv + hd(av - pv)) -'~ skip 
i 

o d  

A s e n d  s ta tement  in process Pi 

s: send expr o n  V 

is modeled by 

s ' :  N v ! a v + e x p r .  

Command s '  matches only r/v; its execution causes a new element  to be appended 
to av .  

A r e c e i v e  s ta tement  

r: rece ive  m o n  V 

in process Pi is modeled by 

r ' :  N v ? ( m ,  pv ) .  

Command r '  matches only s~; its execution assigns to m the value of  the oldest 
message available for receipt  and updates p v accordingly. 

~o Note that in Nv, sending the updated pv back to Pi instead of replacing skip in the command with 
an assignment statement simplifies the derivation of the proof rule that will follow. 
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Since messages are received in the order sent (VC2) the following invariant 
should hold in Nv: 

Iv: pv  <- av.  

This results in a sequential proof of Nv :  

Nv  :: av, pv := ¢, ¢; [Iv} 
do {Iv} 

fl r~ : Pi?av ~ skip {Iv} 
i 

D s~v: (av - pv) ~ "~; Pi!(hd(av - pv), pv + hd(av - pv)) "-~ skip {Iv} 
i 

od 

I v  implies that in the second guarded command (av  - pv )  ~ • is well defined. 
That, in turn, ensures that hd(av - pv)  in the following output command is well 
defined. 

Axioms for send  and r ece ive  are derived from the axioms for the CSP 
commands used to simulate those statements. This is done in such a way that 
any proof using the axioms for send  and r ece ive  can be translated into a proof 
of the CSP program that simulates the original. 

The Virtual Circuit Send Axiom is derived as follows. For s ' ,  the CSP 
simulation of s in Pi, we have that 

aV { W~v+expr } N v !  a v + expr {W} 

is a theorem from the Output Command Axiom. (The choice of pre- and 
postconditions is based on the operational equivalence of send  and the assign- 
ment a v : =  a v + expr.) To establish satisfaction, we construct Satsynch (r~, s ' ) ,  

aV aV (Iv A W a v + e x p r )  ~ (Iv  A W ) a v + e x p r  , 

which is valid. Thus, 

Virtual Circuit S e n d  Ax iom.  {WaV+expr} send expr on V [W}. 

No satisfaction obligation is incurred when using this axiom, because the satis- 
faction proof for the CSP simulation of send  can always be derived from it. 

For r ' ,  the CSP simulation of r in P ,  we have from the Input Command Axiom 
that 

{R} N v ? ( m ,  pv)  {Q} 

is a theorem. (This choice of pre- and posteonditions is made because a r ece ive  
can delay its invoker and therefore should allow anything to appear as its 
postcondition.) Therefore, define 

Virtual Circuit Receive Ax iom.  {R} r ece ive  m o n  V {Q}. 

To establish satisfaction, construct Sat~ynch(r', s~): 

(R h ( a v - p v ) ~ ¢  h I v )  ~ (Q h I- ~m, pv 
V lhd(a  v - P v  ) ,pv+hd(a v -  Pv) . 

With the unspecified predicates R and Q this is not necessarily valid. We now 
simplify Satsynch (r', s~) so that it is always possible to derive a satisfaction proof 
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for the CSP simulation of a program that uses virtual circuits from a proof using 
our proof rules. 

First, delete Iv from the antecedent and assert it as an axiom. 

Virtual Circuit Network Axiom. (Y V: V a virtual circuit: p v-< a v) 

This can be done because Iv is true before and after every communication in the 
CSP simulation. Second, introduce a fresh variable MTEXT to stand for 
h d ( a v - p v ) .  After some logical manipulations, we have the satisfaction formula 
for virtual circuits: 

/r~p p V 

Sat~c(r): (pre(r) A (av -  pv) ~ • A MTEXT = h d ( a v -  pv)) ~ QMTEXT.pv~MTEXT 

AS before, since MTEXT is a free variable in Sat~c(r), but not a program or 
auxiliary variable, it is implicitly universally quantified over the formula. A 
satisfaction proof involves 

Virtual Circuit Satisfaction Proof. For every r ece i ve  r, prove Sat~c(r) valid. 

The final step of the proof of the CSP simulation is establishing noninterfer- 
ence. Process Nv contains communications commands and skip statements only. 
A skip statement interferes with no assertion and the communications commands 
match those used in the simulation of send  and r ece i ve  statements in P1, 
P2 . . . . .  Consequently, noninterference of statements in Nv with the proofs of 
other processes will be established if noninterference of statements in P1, P2, • • • 
is established. 

For every statement S '  not in Nv, where S '  is an assignment, the simulation 
of a send  S, or the simulation of a r ece ive  S and every assertion I parallel to 
S'  NIsy,~h (S ', I) must be proved. Define 

NIv¢(S, I): {I A pre(S)} S {I}. 

First, note that no assignment, simulation of a rece ive ,  or simulation of a 
send will interfere with the only assertion in the proof of Nv, Iv. No assignment 
statement in any process mentions variables named in Iv. Communication 
commands that mention variables named in Iv can only be executed along with 
communication commands in Nv, which we know preserve Iv. 

For S '  an assignment, NIsynch(S ', I) follows from a proof of NIvc(S ', I). 
For S '  a simulation of a send  S, NI~ynch(S', I) follows trivially from the 

Output Command Axiom. However, the corresponding satisfaction formula 
NI_Sat~yn~h(r~, S ', I) 

(I A Iv A pre(S ' ) )  ~ I ~ + e x p r  

must be valid. Given the Virtual Circuit Network Axiom, this is equivalent to 
proving 

{I A pre(S)} S: send  expr on V {I}. 

which is just NIvc(S, I)! Thus, in order to establish NI~yn~h(S ', I), it is sufficient 
to establish NIw(S, I) for S '  a simulation of send  S. 

For S '  a simulation of a r e ce ive  S, NI~ynch(S', I) follows trivially from the 
Input Command Axiom. However, the corresponding satisfaction formula 
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NI-Satsyneh(S ', S~, I) must be shown valid: 
~'n,p v (I h pre(S') A ( a v - p v ) ~  A Iv )  ffi=~ Ihd(ov-Pv),pv+hd(~v-Pv). 

As before, this is simplified by introducing a new variable MTEXT and deleting 
Iv from the antecedent (due to the Virtual Circuit Network Axiom). This results 
in a satisfaction formula for showing noninterference for a r e ce i ve  S: 

NI_Satw(S, I): (I h pre(S) A (ay - pv) ~ ~P 
= I m'pv A MTEXT h d ( a v -  pv)) ~ MTEXT.pv+MTEXT. 

Showing the validity of NI_Sat~c(S, I) is sufficient to ensure the validity of NI_ 
i i Satsynch(S ,Sv, I), which is required in proving the CSP simulation of virtual 

circuits. As might be expected, NI_Sat~c(S, I) is the same as Sat~¢(S) when I A 
pre(S) is used for pre(S) and I is used for Q. Thus, to prove noninterference: 

Virtual Circuits Noninterference Proof 
For every send  and assignment S and every assertion I parallel to S, prove 

NLc(S, I). 
For every r ece ive  S and every assertion I parallel to S, prove NI_Sat~c(S, I) 

valid. 

At this point, it is instructive to compare our proof rules for unreliable 
datagrams with those for virtual circuits. The Network Axioms and axioms for 
send and r ece ive  in the two proof systems are almost identical. The significant 
difference is the interpretation of a and p--in one case they are multisets, in the 
other case they are sequences. The satisfaction formulas Satasynch and Sat~¢ are 
also similar. In fact, it is possible to make the two satisfaction formulas look 
identical by choosing "true" for/~ in Satasynch and defining an operation E on 
sequences as 11 

MTEXT E (crv-pv)  = (av - p v ) ~  ¢ cand MTEXT = h d ( a v - p v ) .  

Finally, the noninterference proof obligations in the two proof systems differ 
only in the use of different satisfaction formulas when defining NI_Sat. 

One apparent difference between the proof systems is that a and p are auxiliary 
variables in one and program variables in the other. Although a and p are program 
variables in the virtual circuit proof system, they are not directly accessible to 
the programmer; they are manipulated solely by executing send  and receive .  
Thus, as in the unreliable datagram proof system, a and p can only appear in 
proofs, just as if they were auxiliary variables. 

The similarity of the two proof systems is no accident. The unreliable datagram 
proof system could have been derived from the proof obligations for a CSP 
simulation of unreliable datagrams in much the same way as the virtual circuit 
proof system was. One way to implement this simulation is to employ a buffer 
process No for each process D. No will look very much like Nv; the major 
difference is the use of a choose function instead of hd. Consequently, a proof 
system derived from this simulation will be similar to the proof system derived 
in this section. 

11 A cand B is defined as " i f A  t h e n  B e l s e  false". 
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The  similari ty of  the proof  rules for the  two sys tems  should not  be misunder-  
stood. After  receiving a message f rom a vir tual  circuit, it is possible to conclude 
tha t  all messages sent  pr ior  to t ha t  message along tha t  circuit  have been received. 
This  is not  the case for unreliable da tagrams.  Thus ,  in the following program,  
which uses vir tual  circuits, it is possible to prove tha t  the final value of m will 
be 2. 

A :: send 1 o n  V; 
send 2 o n  V 

D :: rece ive  m o n  V; 
Im = 1} 
rece ive  m o n  V 
Im= 21 

With  unreliable da tagrams,  messages may  not  be received in the  order sent,  and  
then,  the  mos t  one can prove  is t ha t  the  final value of m will be 1 or 2. 

A :: send 1 to D; 
send 2 to D 

D :: rece ive  m when  true; 
{m = 1 V m = 2} 
r e c e i v e  m when  true; 
[m = 1 V m = 2} 

The  difference in the  semant ics  of  the two types  of  message pass ing is embedded  
in the different  in te rpre ta t ions  of  fl and  p - - i n  part icular ,  ~ versus hd for selecting 
eligible values for M T E X T .  

4.2 Example: A Merge Process 

The  following example  is t aken  f rom [18]. 

A process merge has two input channels in l  and in2 and an output channel out. Merge 
expects to receive strictly increasing positive integers along in l  and along in2; it outputs on 
channel out a merged list of these values. A value tha t  appears in both in l  and in2 is not 
duplicated in the output; the input streams are assumed to be terminated with the distin- 
guished value % which is not output. 

A program to implement  merge is 

merge :: r ece ive  vl on inl; 
r ece ive  v2 on in2; 
do v l < v 2  --*send vl  o n  out; 

rece ive  vl on inl 
O v l > v 2  --*send v2 o n  out; 

rece ive  v2 on in2 
D vl = v2 ¢oo --, s e n d  v l  o n  out; 

r e c e i v e  v l  o n  inl; 
rece ive  v2 on in2 

od 

We would like to prove t ha t  merge establ ishes 

R: incr(flout) ]~ (VX-* X ~ (Pinl U Pin2): X = oo V X E flout) A flinl = Pinl A flin2 = Pin2 

where incr(flout) s ta tes  t ha t  the  values of  sequence flout are increasing; the second 
conjunct  s ta tes  t ha t  all bu t  the final values received are eventual ly  sent; and  the  
last  two conjuncts  s ta te  t ha t  all values sent  to merge are processed by  it. 
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W e  choose  as an  i n v a r i a n t  for  the  loop: 

Inv:  v l  = last(pin1) h v2 = last(pin2) 
A (o.out = ~ V ( v l  ~ last(o.out) A v2 _ last(o.out)) 

h incr(o.out) h (VX: XE(PintL.JPin2)'- X~o.out V x = v l  V x=v2). 

T h e  loop t e r m i n a t e s  w h e n  v l  = v2 = 0% a n d  so f r o m  I n v  we have  t h a t  oo = 
last(pin1) and  oo = last(pin2). N o  va lue  is s en t  on  i n l  or  in2 a f t e r  oo. Fu r the r ,  f r o m  
the  Vi r tua l  Ci rcui t  N e t w o r k  A x i o m  we have  Pin~ <-- ain~ a n d  Pin2 ~ o.in2. W e  conclude  
t h a t  u p o n  t e r m i n a t i o n ,  P~n~ = o.inl a n d  Pln2 = o.~n2. T h u s ,  i f  I n v  is a loop inva r i an t ,  
t h e n  w h e n  the  loop t e r m i n a t e s  R will be  t rue .  

T o  show t h a t  Inv  is a loop inva r i an t ,  a sequen t i a l  p r o o f  is cons t ruc t ed .  

merge :: {pi, l = pl,2 = f lou t  = ¢I)} 

r l :  r e c e i v e  vl  o n  inl; 
{vl = last(pi.1) A Pin2 = flout = ¢} 
r2: r e c e i v e  v2 on in2; 
{vl = last(pi.t) A v2 = last(Pin2) A flout = ~} 
[Inv} 

d o v l < v 2 - - ~  {Inv A v l < v 2  A flout=S0} 
s e n d  v l on out; 
{Inv A v l < v 2  h flo,t=sO+vl} 
r3: r e c e i v e  v l  o n  inl  {Inv} 

[ ] v l > v 2  ~ {Inv h v l > v 2  h flout=S0} 
s e n d  v2 o n  out; 
{Inv A v l > v 2  A f lout=S0+V2} 
r4: r e c e i v e  v2 o n  in2 {Inv} 

n v l = v 2 ¢ o o  --. {Inv A v l = v 2  A flout=s0] 
s e n d  v l  o n  out; 
{Inv A v l = v 2  A f lo . t - s0+v l}  
r5: r e c e i v e  v l  o n  inl; 
{Inv A v l = v 2  A ao.t=sO+vl} 
r6: r e c e i v e  v2 o n  in2 {Inv} 

o d  

T h e  sa t i s f ac t ion  f o r m u l a  for  each  r e c e i v e  is now c o n s t r u c t e d  a n d  s h o w n  valid.  
For  r l ,  we have  

(Pin~ = Pi.2 = o.out = ¢ A (o.inl -- Pin1) ~ ¢ A M T E X T  = hd(o.inl - Pin1)) 
h (v l  = last(pin1) Pin2 = o.o.t-  ¢~MTEXT,,,.t+MTV.XT 

which,  a f t e r  p e r f o r m i n g  the  de s igna t ed  subs t i t u t i ons  is c lear ly  valid.  Sat~¢(r2) is 
s imilar ;  we leave the  p r o o f  of  its va l id i ty  to  t he  i n t e r e s t ed  reader .  

T h e  sa t i s fac t ion  fo rmu la s  for  r3-r6 are  a l m o s t  ident ical ,  so on ly  t he  deta i l s  o f  
r3 are  worked  out  below. 

( Inv  A v l  < v2 A (Tout = sO 4" v l  A (o.in~ - Pinl) "~: ~ A M T E X T  = hd(o.int --  P inl ) )  
T vl,Pinl 
InVMTEXT,Pint+MTEXT 

= ( Inv  h v l < v 2  h o.out=80+vl A ( a i n l - - P i n l ) ~  h MTEXT=hd(o.inl-pinl)) 
( M T E X T  = last(pin1 + M T E X T )  h v2 = last(pin2) 

A (o.out = ¢ V ( M T E X T _  last(o.out) A v2 _ last(o.out)) 
A incr(aout) 
h (Vx: XE(Pinl + M T E X T U p i n 2 ) :  x~o.out V x = M T E X T  V x= v2)). 
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The first conjunct M T E X T  = last(pi,1 + MTEXT) of the consequent is 
equivalent to true; the second (v2 - last(pin2)) and fourth (incr(ao,t)) conjuncts 
are obviously implied by Inv in the antecedent. 

In the third conjunct, the first disjunct is obviously false due to the presence 
of aout = sO + vl  in the antecedent. However, the second disjunct is not. To see 
that MTEXT _> last(ao,t), recall that incr(ai,1) was given in the problem defini- 
tion. Given that M T E X T  = hd(ainl - pi,1), from the antecedent, we conclude 
MTEXT _ last(pin1). From Inv in the antecedent we have vl  = last(pi,~), so 
MTEXT _> vl. Again, from Inv in the antecedent we have vl  _ last(trout). 

Therefore, by transitivity M T E X T  _> last(aout) .  The final part of this conjunct is 
directly implied by the antecedent. 

To see that the fifth conjunct in the consequent is implied by the antecedent, 
substitute "sO + vl" (from the antecedent) for O'ou t .  

Thus, satisfaction is established. Noninterference follows trivially. 
As pointed out in [18], it is possible to interconnect a number of these processes 

and construct a larger merge network. To prove properties of this larger network 
using our proof system, one merely needs to equate the names of connected 
channels. 

5. RENDEZVOUS AND REMOTE PROCEDURES 

Rendezvous is the basic mechanism for synchronization and communication in 
Ada 12 [15]. 13 It provides a disciplined way for processes to communicate and 
synchronize and can be easily implemented using message passing. 
A rendezvous results from execution of a call statement by one process and a 

matching accept statement by another. Execution of 

call server.proc(in_args # out_args) 

by process client causes it to be delayed until a matching accept--an accept 
labeled proc in process server--is executed. 

Execution of an accept statement 

proc: accept(in_parms # out_parms) 
body 
end 

in process server is as follows. Process server is delayed until some process 
executes a matching call; the in_parms are assigned the values of the correspond- 
ing in_args; body is executed; and then the out_args are assigned the values of 
the corresponding out_parms. Thus, execution is equivalent to 

in_parms :-- in_args; 

body; 
out_args :-- out_parms 

A remote procedure is like a procedure in a sequential programming language, 
except the procedure body is not necessarily executed by the caller; in particular, 

~2 Ada is a registered trademark of the U.S. Department of Defense. 
~3 In the following, a simplified version of the rendezvous mechanism in Ada is treated. For example, 
we do not consider conditional and timed entry calls, task failure and termination, or entry queues. 
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it may  be executed by ano ther  process tha t  is synchronized with the caller so 
tha t  the usual semant ics  of  the procedure call is achieved. P a r a m e t e r  t ransmiss ion  
is by value-resul t  since the procedure body may  be executed on a processor  
different f rom the one on which the caller executes. Mesa  contains  remote  
procedures [20]. 

I t  is simple to implement  remote  procedures using ca l l  and  a c c e p t  s ta tements .  
For  a process client to invoke remote  procedure server.proc, it executes 

call server.proc(in_args # out_args). 

Remote  procedure server.proc is implemented  by a process 

server :: do true --* proc: accept(in_parms # out_parms) 
body 
end 

od 

Therefore,  p roof  rules for ca l l  and  a c c e p t  can be used for reasoning about  
programs wri t ten in t e rms  of remote  procedures.  

5.1 Proof Rules for Rendezvous 

Proof  rules for ca l l  and  a c c e p t  can be derived f rom the proof  obligations for an  
operat ional ly  equivalent  CSP  program.  14 T h e  ca l l  s t a t emen t  

c: call server.proc(in_args # out_args) 

is t rans la ted  into: 15 

c': sea,: server!proc(in_args); 
roan: server?proc(out_ args). 

The  a c c e p t  s t a t emen t  

proc: accept(in_parms # out_parms) 
body 
end 

in process server is t rans la ted  into 

proc': i f  D ricpt: clienti?proc(in_parms) 
i 

--* body; s~t :  clienti!proc(out_parms) 
fi 

assuming client1, c l i en t2 , . . ,  are the  processes t ha t  call server.proc. 
Provided procedure names  are distinct,  the communica t ions  commands  in c '  

will ma tch  only commands  in the  process (server) corresponding to the s imulat ion 
of an a c c e p t  labeled proc, and  communica t ions  commands  in p roc '  will ma tch  
only those corresponding to the s imulat ion of a ca l l  naming  server.proc. 

We tenta t ively  choose the following as the  axiom for cal l .  

14 Basically, the same translation as proposed by [8] is used here. 
~s This translation works only if the meaning of the out_args does not change as a result of executing 
proc. For example, if A[i] is one of the out_args and i is a shared variable that is changed by proc, 
then the translation will be wrong. 
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CallAxiom. {P} call server.proc(in_args # out_args) {R}. 

On the basis of our CSP simulation of call, in order to prove 

{P} call server.proc(in_args # out_args) {R} 

it is sufficient to prove 

{P} s¢~al; rc~l {R} (5.1) 

and establish satisfaction and noninterference. 
The sequential proof of {5.1) follows from 

{P} server!proc(in_args) {P'} (5.2) 

{P'} server?proc(out_args) {R}, (5.3) 

both of which are derived from the axioms for communications commands. Note 
that (5.2) and {5.3), hence (5.1), are provable for any choice of P'. This will be 
helpful later when deriving the obligations for satisfaction. 

In order to prove 

IQ} 
proc: aceept(in_parms # out_parms) 

IT} 
body 
Iu} 
end 

IW} 
it suffices to prove 

{Q} i r,¢ot {T}, (5.4) 

{T} body {U}, (5.5) 

{ U} Sicpt{ W}, (5.6) 

and Satsynch(rcan, Sicpt) 

(P' h U )  ~ (R A W ~Out-args /out_par-ms (5 .8)  

are shown to be valid for each call c in Pi and matching accept  proc. These 
formulas form the basis for the satisfaction obligation for call and accept.  
ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 6, No. 3, July 1984. 

for all i and establish satisfaction and noninterference. Since (5.4) and (5.6) 
follow directly from the axioms for communications statements, this suggests the 
following inference rule for accept.  

Accept Rule 

{T} body {U} 
{Q} accept(in_parms # out_parms) body end {W}" 

To establish satisfaction for our CSP simulation, i Satsynch(racpt, Scall) 

(QAP) ~ (TA p'~in p . . . .  - -  , i~=a~  (5 .7)  
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The appearance of P '  in (5.7) and (5.8) is a problem insofar as P'  does not 
appear in the original proof--it  is used to characterize an intermediate state of 
our CSP simulation of call. Clearly, our proof rules should be in terms of 
assertions that are derivable from the original proof. To mitigate this problem, 
we stipulate that P'  be chosen so that  

ppin parma P ~ -- i,:ar~ • (5.9) 

(Recall, anything can be used for P'.) This ensures that  P'  can be derived from 
assertions in the original proof. Choosing "true" for P'  will always satisfy (5.9). 
However, usually P'  will be a predicate describing some aspect of the caller's 
state that can be asserted both before and after the call. This allows a single 
proof of the body of an accept  to be used for all call  statements. 

We adopt the convention that  both the precondition P of a call  and the 
additional predicate P'  used in satisfaction appear before that  call  in a sequential 
proof outline. A vertical bar ( I ) separates the two predicates, as in the following: 

{PIP'} 
c: c a l l  . . .  

IR} 

This is easily formalized by extending the syntax of the well-formed formulas of 
programming logic. 

Formulas (5.7)-(5.9) are combined to form the satisfaction obligations for 
rendezvous primitives. Owing to (5.9), (5.7) becomes 

T . i n _ p a r m s  (QAP) ~ . . . . . .  gs • 

Combining with (5.8) results in the following satisfaction formula for call  c and 
accept  proc. 

Satrndva(C, proc): 
ptin parms T i n  parms P ~ in=arga A (Q A P) ~ - - i  . . . .  ga A (P'  A U) ~ (R A W ~°"t-ar~ /ou t_parma.  

Thus, in order to establish satisfaction: 

Rendezvous Satisfaction Proof. For every call  c and accept  proc that  match, 
prove Satrndva(C, proc) valid. 

The final step of the proof is establishing noninterference. Define 

NIrndvs(S, I): {I h pre(S)} S {I}. 

As before, showing noninterference involves proving NIsynch(S, I) for every 
assignment, simulation of a call, and simulation of an accept  and every assertion 
I parallel to S. TM The proof of NLynch(S, I) for S an assignment statement and 
any assertion I follows from the proof of NImdv~ (S, I). The proof of NI~yneh(S, I) 

le If "lP] P'}" appears in the proof of a process, then both P and P' are considered assertions that 
are parallel to statements in other processes. 
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for S a cal l  or an accep t  and any assertion I follows immediately from the 
axioms for the communications commands tha t  simulate S. However, satisfaction 
must be established for these theorems. Thus,  for each matching ca l l  c and 
accep t  proc NI-Satsynch(r~cpt, seam I),  which is 

/ in_parms  (I A Q A P) ~ . . . .  ar~ 

and NI-Satsynch(r~., Sa~t,i I), which is 
i o u t  args (IA P '  A U) ~ out_p . . . .  

must  be shown valid. Combining these, we get 

Tout_args f ! n  parms A (IA P '  A U) ~ . . . . . .  gs • NI_Satrnav~(c, proc, I): (IA QAP) ~ . . . . . .  g~ 

Thus, from the CSP noninterference proof obligations, it is sufficient to do the 
following in order to establish noninterference. 

Rendezvous Noninterference Proof 
For every assignment s ta tement  S and assertion I parallel to S, prove 

NIrndvs(S, I). 
For every ca l l  S~u and matching accep t  S~cpt and every assertion I parallel to 

both S~all and Sa~pt, prove NI-Sat~ndv~(S~l, S~pt, I)  valid. 

5.2 Example: Producer/Consumer 

Consider the following producer/consumer system. A producer process prod 
transfers the contents  of an array A[1 : N] to a single-slot buffer. 

prod :: v a r  A: array 1 . .  N of portion; 
i: integer; 

i := 1; 
do i~N+ 1 --* p: call buffer.dep(A[i]#); 

i := i+1 
od 

The consumer process cons obtains these values from the buffer and uses them 
to fill its array B[1 :N]. 

cons :: var  B: array 1 . .  N of portion; 
j :  integer; 

j:= 1; 
do j ~ N +  1 ~ c: call buffer.ret(#B[j]); 

j : - j + l  
od 

The single-slot buffer process is defined as follows. 

buffer :: v a r  buff:portion; 
n: integer; 

n := 0; 
do n ~ N +  1 ~ dep: acccpt(val #) 

buff := val 
end; 

ret: accept(#res) 
res := buff 
end; 

n:= n + l  
od 
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Thus,  when prod and cons have both  finished executing, 

(Vk: 1 _ k < N +  1: A[k] = B[k]). 

Sequential  proof  outlines for the processes follow. In these proofs, some 
auxiliary variables are used. Variable ni records the number  of elements  tha t  
have been deposited in buff; nj, the  number  of elements tha t  have been retr ieved 
from buff. Boolean variable in_dep is t rue whenever  a process is executing in 
remote procedure dep; and Boolean variable in_ re t  is t rue whenever  a process is 
executing in remote procedure ret. The  values of in_dep and in_re t  are changed 
by including them as both  value parameters  and result  arguments  of  ca l l s  to 
their  respective procedures. The  auxiliary variables are initialized so tha t  

hi= nj= 0 A ~ in_dep  A -~in_ret 

prod :: va r  A : array 1 .. N of portion; 
i: integer; 

i := 1; 
do i ~ N + l  --* {i=ni+l A -~in_dep i true} 

p: call buffer.dep(A[i], true # in_dep); 
{ni= i A -~in_dep} 
i :=  i+1 

od 

cons :: va r  B: array 1 . .  N of portion; 
j :  integer; 

j : = l ;  
d o j ~ N + l - - *  {j=nj+l A (Vk: l _ k < j :  A[k]=B[k]) h -~in_ret 

i(Vk: 1 <_k<j: A[k]=B[k])} 
c: call buffer.ret(true#B[j], in_ret); 
Ij=nj h (Vk: l<_k<_j: A[k]=B[k]) h -~in_ret} 
j : = j + l  

od 

buffer :: va r  buffer: portion; 
n: integer; 

n := 0; 
do n ~ N +  1 ---> 

od 

{n = ni -- nj A -~in_dep A -~in_ret} 
dep: accept(val, in_dep # false) 

[i=ni+l A val=A[i] A n=ni=nj A in_dep 
A -~in_ret} 

buff := val; ni := ni + 1 
{i=ni A buff=A[i] A n + l = n i = n j + l  

A in_dep A -~in_ret} 
end; 

[buff=A[ni] A n + l = n i = n j + l  A "~in_dep A -~in_ret} 
ret: accept(in_ret # res, false) 

[j=nj+ 1 A buff=A[ni] A n+ 1 =ni=nj+ 1 
A "~in_dep A in_ret} 

res := buf ;  nj := nj + 1 
[j=nj A res=bufffA[ni] A n+ l=ni--nj  

A "~in_dep A in_ret} 
end; 

[n+l - -n i fn j  A -~in_dep A -~in_ret} 
n : =  n + l  
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To establish satisfaction, Satr,dvs(p, dep) and Satr .dvs(C,  ret) are constructed 
and shown to be valid. First, Satr,dvs(p, dep) 

. val, in_dep 
(i= ni+ 1 A ~in_dep ~ ~rueA[i},tru e 

(n=ni=nj  h ~in_dep h ~in_ret  h i = n i + l  h -~in_dep) 
• .xva l ,  in_dep 

(i=ni+ l A val=A[i] A n=ni=nj  A in_dep A mln_re~)A[i],tru e 

A (true A i=ni A buff=A[i] A n + l = n i = n j + l  A in_dep A -~in_ret) 

(ni=i A ~in_dep A buff=A[ni] A n + l = n i = n j + l  A ~in_dep 

A " in dep 
~ l n _ r e t ) f a ~ e  . 

Clearly, this formula is valid. The proof that Sat,,d~s(c, ret) is also valid is left to 
the reader. 

The final step of the proof is to establish noninterference. First, consider 
statements in prod. No statement in prod interferes with any assertion in cons 
because prod changes no variable appearing in an assertion in cons. To see that 
statements in prod do not interfere with assertions in buffer, note that i is the 
only variable changed by prod that appears in assertions in buffer. However, 
pre(i := i + 1) ~ ~in_dep, and in_dep appears as a conjunct in every assertion I 
in buffer. Thus, pre(NIr,d~(S, I)) ~ in_dep h -~in_dep is false, and so NImd~s(S, 
I) is a theorem. For the call  labeled p, NI-Sat~nd~8(p, dep, I) must also be proved 
of every assertion I in cons. This follows trivially because val and in_dep do not 
appear in any assertion in cons. 

Similar reasoning shows that no statement in cons interferes with assertions 
in prod and buffer. 

Lastly, we must show that no statement in buffer interferes with assertions in 
prod or cons. The only variables of concern here are ni and nj: they are changed 
in buffer and appear in assertions in the other processes. However, note that 
pre("ni := ni + 1") ~ in_dep. Since -~in_dep is a conjunct of every assertion in 
prod that mentions ni, interference is not possible. Similarly, pre("nj := nj + 1") 

in_ret and ~in_ret  is a conjunct of every assertion in cons that mentions nj. 
Therefore, interference is not possible here, either. 

6. RELATED WORK 

Axioms for reasoning about reliable virtual circuits were first proposed in con- 
nection with Gypsy [11]. There, send  and r ece i ve  are characterized in terms of 
their effects on shared, auxiliary objects called buffer histories. The proof rules 
for send  and r ece ive  are derived from the assignment axiom by translating 
these statements into semantically equivalent assignments to buffer histories. 
Because in Gypsy program variables manipulated by one process may not appear 
in assertions in the proof of another, there is no need to perform a noninterference 
proof. Unfortunately, this also restricts the class of programs that can be proved 
correct to those in which (only) values are transferred; programs in~ which 
predicates are transferred by message passing cannot be proved. Nevertheless, 
Gypsy has been successfully used to verify several large concurrent systems. 

Apt et al. define a proof system for reasoning about CSP programs [1]. In it, 
each process is proved in isolation with its communications commands deleted, 
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and then a cooperation proof is performed to show that these proofs can be 
combined. The axioms for communications commands allow anything to be 
asserted as the postcondition of an input or output command, and the cooperation 
proof establishes that assumptions made in the postcondition of a communica- 
tions command will, in fact, be true whenever execution of that command 
completes. Performing a cooperation proof involves constructing a global invar- 
iant that characterizes pairs of syntactically matching communications com- 
mands that can actually exchange a message during some computation (called 
semantic matching). The global invariant is in terms of program and auxiliary 
variables, but auxiliary variables may not be shared (in contrast to [17]). Con- 
sequently, there is no need to construct a noninterference proof. 

Proof systems based on the idea of a cooperation test have been defined for a 
variety of other programming notations, as well. A proof system for Distributed 
Processes [3] is presented in [10]. In [8], a proof system for a subset of Ada 
containing rendezvous is defined and proved sound and complete; in [9] and [2] 
larger subsets of the concurrency features of Ada are axiomatized. 

Proof systems based on cooperation ([1, 2, 8, 9, and 10]) differ from proof 
systems based on satisfaction ([17] and the work in this paper) in two important 
regards. First, advocates of the cooperation approach do not allow shared auxil- 
iary variables, arguing that they are inconsistent with the philosophy of a 
distributed system, where there is no shared storage. By prohibiting shared 
variables of any kind, noninterference need not be checked. Proponents of the 
satisfaction approach argue that shared auxiliary variables are convenient and 
that the noninterference obligation that arises from the use of shared variables 
is manageable if these shared variables are used in a disciplined manner. More- 
over, there appear to be some language features that are most conveniently 
axiomatized by using shared variables. For example, Gerth and de Roever [9] 
suggest that Ada entry queues be modeled by shared variables, and thus to handle 
this feature using their proof system, some form of noninterference test would 
have to be added. 

Secondly, in the cooperation approach a global invariant is furnished by the 
program prover as part of the cooperation proof. In order to construct the 
invariant, auxiliary variables may be added to each process. Assignments to these 
variables are then grouped with communications commands to form bracketed 
sections--the global invariant need not hold in bracketed sections. In contrast, 
in the satisfaction approach a mechanical procedure--the satisfaction formula-- 
is given for constructing the global invariant. The programmer need not be 
concerned with defining bracketed sections. (However, to prove a satisfaction 
formula valid, the sequential proof might have to be strengthened by adding 
auxiliary variables.) 

In fact, there is really a simple principle behind both the satisfaction and 
cooperation approaches: proving the invariance of an assertion [5, 16]. The 
approaches differ only in how the invariant is constructed and how it is parti- 
tioned. The differences are, nevertheless, significant--they affect how one thinks 
about a program when constructing its proof. 

Another approach to designing a proof system for distributed programs is based 
on the use of traces [14, 18, 19, 22]. In this approach, processes and networks of 
processes are described in terms of their input/output histories, called traces. A 
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program proof involves two steps. First, the trace of each process is characterized 
by using a programming logic in which input and output commands are modeled 
as assignments to traces. Then, proofs of processes are combined by using 
inference rules that relate these traces. Once the input/output history of a process 
or network is determined, reasoning can proceed in terms of assertions on traces, 
instead of assertions on program variables. This approach is particularly inter- 
esting because it allows one to reason about the result of combining a collection 
of components--processes or networks--without concern for their implementa- 
tions. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Proof rules for asynchronous message-passing with unreliable datagrams, asyn- 
chronous message-passing with reliable virtual circuits, remote procedures, and 
rendezvous have been presented. The proof systems obtained are based on 
extending and applying the notion of a satisfaction proof. We have shown two 
approaches to obtaining the satisfaction obligations for a set of message-passing 
primitives: the obligations can be derived directly, or they can be derived from a 
CSP program that simulates the operation of the primitives. 

The message-passing primitives we have considered are intended to be repre- 
sentative of the major approaches to synchronization and communication in 
distributed programs. As such, we have described and analyzed general constructs 
with the hope that existing mechanisms could then be modeled as instances of 
these representatives. For example, the syntax of send  for unreliable datagrams 
requires that a destination process be explicitly named. However, the approach 
can be generalized to handle the case where a communications channel is named 
as a destination. It is also possible to handle the case where the destination in a 
send  is computed at runtime using the technique described in [7]. Similarly, the 
inclusion of the client name in a remote procedure and of a server name in a 
remote procedure call was merely to allow mechanical construction of satisfaction 
formulas when these constructs are used. It is a simple matter to generalize our 
proof rules to the case where the client and server are not explicitly named (as 
in Ada) [8]. 
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